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 Simple Sophistication and Elegance  



With hand blown, sandblasted glass
diffusers, each Airon Glow is singular.
This pendant fixture hangs up to 6’
from a field-adjustable brass stem.
Airon Glow ships with a satin brass 
finish (other finishes available). The 
diffuser measures 6-7” in diameterdiffuser measures 6-7” in diameter
and hangs 14-17” long.
The brass yoke has a 4” radius and 
houses a 3.5 watt MR11 bulb. Bulb
temperature options include warm
and cool white.

Airon Glow pendant
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Stones sconce

Our Stones sconce is available in two

configurations. Both options ship with

a 7’ field-adjustable brass stem and a 

hand-blown, sandblasted diffuser 

measuring 14-15” in diameter and 

7-8” tall. Brass fittings ship with a satin

finish (alternate finishes are available).finish (alternate finishes are available).

Each Stones sconce uses a fully dimmable

1.5 watt LED lamp. The plug-in option

(shown at right) includes a black cloth

power cord and plugs into a standard 

outlet. This fixture can also be hardwired 

at the ceiling canopy with a fixed diffuser

height (shown below).height (shown below).

 



Our Stones table lamps offer our

signature hand-blown, sandblasted 

glass diffusers. With an overall height 

of 14-15” , the Stones table lamps 

solid brass parts ship with a satin 

finish (other finishes available). 

The large diffuser is sandblasted clear The large diffuser is sandblasted clear 

glass, while the smaller diffuser can 

be custom colored to compliment

your projects colorway (shown below).

Our Stones table lamps use a 1.5 

watt dimmable LED lamp and a black

cloth covered cord.

Stones table lamp
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Palladium chandelier 

Our Palladium chandelier hangs up to 5’

from the ceiling and is field adjustable. This

fixture glows using 2 and 3 watt LED lamps

installed above the diffuser cluster that provide

warm or cool light. An optional MR16 down 

light and housing can also be added (shown).

The overall diffuser cluster measures ~24”The overall diffuser cluster measures ~24”

in diameter, with large diffusers measuring 

10” in diameter and small diffusers measuring

~5” in diameter. Small diffusers (shown in 

opal white) can be custom colored to work 

with your projects colorway. Aluminum parts

ship with a brushed satin finish (additional 

finishes are available). This fixture can alsofinishes are available). This fixture can also

be installed as a surface mounted fixture.
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